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Upset win in SR school race
Newcomer Medina
unseats Pugh; board has
2 Latinos for first time
By ANDREW BEALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

When all the Election Day
votes finally were counted
Monday, the Santa Rosa School
Board was in for a big surprise.
Longtime school board mem-

ber Frank Pugh didn’t win
reelection. Pugh, 63, who has
served for 28 years on the board,
lost his seat to newcomer Omar
Medina, 39, program coordinator for fire-relief organization
UndocuFund.
Medina’s upset victory means
for the first time there will be
two Latino representatives on
the school board.
“It’s a surprise because it’s a
big swing in the trend, and it just

doesn’t happen very often,” said
Jenni Klose, the school board
president. “But it was close, so
we knew it was possible.”
Klose said as the vote tallies
trickled in last month following
the Nov. 6 election, the trend indicated Pugh would come out on
top.
But when the final results
were released Monday afternoon, Medina had beaten Pugh
by 318 votes. The final tally was

criticized by advocates
52 percent to 47.5 per- INSIDE
who argued it disenfrancent,
with
Medina Clinical social
winning 3,706 votes to worker wins seat chised Latino voters.
Malibu
attorney
Pugh’s 3,388.
on Santa Rosa
Kevin Shenkman had
This election was the council / A4
threatened to sue both
first test of the school
board’s new system of pick- the school district and the City
ing school board members by of Santa Rosa over their at-large
geographic area. The previous elections, and both switched to
at-large system allowed voters district-based systems to ward
across the city to vote on each off legal action. Shenkman has
school board position.
That system had been heavily
TURN TO ELECTION » PAGE A2
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Field test: Storing 4B
extra gallons of water

Future
of China
trade a
mystery
Prospect of deal buoys
markets, but hard-liner
is picked to lead talks
By ALAN RAPPEPORT
NEW YORK TIMES
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Kristin Groessl of Ukiah throws a ball for her dog at Lake Mendocino, where water managers will impound nearly 4 billion extra gallons of water
this winter in the first-ever test of a program that relies on advanced weather forecasting.

Coyote Valley
Dam operators
use computer
programs, high
tech weather
forecasting

By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

D

am operators are planning to store nearly 4 billion extra gallons of water this
winter in Lake Mendocino, the reservoir
near Ukiah that plays a critical role in providing water for residents, ranchers and fish along
the upper Russian River and to communities in
Sonoma and Marin counties.
Retaining that much more water — enough
for about 97,000 people for a year — comes about
as a four-year and $10 million program, proven
in computer models but not in practice, gets its

first field test.
The program, blending high-tech weather
forecasting with novel computer programming,
is intended to pinpoint the arrival of rainrich atmospheric rivers that have been both a
drought-busting blessing and a flood-causing
curse to the Russian River region.
It evolved from a searing lesson water managers got six years ago, when they released more
than a third of the reservoir’s allowed capacity
in anticipation of storms that never arrived.
Then the state’s prolonged drought set in.

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump cast his trade
accord with President Xi Jinping of China as a huge win for
American farmers, automakers and other key political constituencies — statements that
helped send volatile financial
markets higher
on Monday and
seemed intended to calm worries about the
economic toll
of a protracted
trade war.
Yet 48 hours
after the deal
Donald
was
struck,
Trump
several big areas of contention remained unresolved and Trump appointed
a veteran trade negotiator with
deep skepticism toward China
to lead the talks for the United
States.
Trump’s choice of Robert
Lighthizer, the U.S. trade representative, to lead the negotiations is significant, given that
the official statements from Saturday’s meeting included only
vague commitments and that
deep divisions remain, particularly over China’s treatment of
U.S. companies and push to obtain trade secrets and intellectual property.
The administration has been
intensely
conflicted
about
how to approach China, with
hard-liners like Lighthizer advising Trump to use punishing
tariffs to force Beijing to change,
and more moderate advisers,
like Steven Mnuchin, the Treasury secretary, encouraging the
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Bush lies in state at US Capitol
Public pays respects today to
41st president at Rotunda
By PETER BAKER
AND SHERYL GAY STOLBERG
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Former President George H.W. Bush made his
final journey to the nation’s capital
Monday, his coffin arriving at the
Capitol as the rays of the setting sun
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washed over the plaza where family
and friends stood solemnly during a
21-gun salute that began four days of
commemoration of his life and death.
With all the pomp and pageantry of
the first presidential state funeral in 12
years, Bush was welcomed back to the
building where he served four years in
Congress at the start of a political career that would take him to the heights
of power. He will lie in state there until
Wednesday’s funeral service at Washington National Cathedral.
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President Donald Trump visited the Capitol on Monday night to
pay respects to his predecessor. The
president and the first lady, Melania
Trump, arrived in the Capitol Rotunda at 8:30 p.m. Eastern time and stood
in silence before the coffin for two
minutes. Trump clasped his hands before him and closed his eyes before delivering a crisp salute and departing.
Even as the memorials got underTURN TO BUSH » PAGE A6

CARROWS TO CLOSE: Santa Rosa restaurant

forced to shut down after last year’s fires led
to dwindling number of customers / A8
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President Donald Trump and first lady Melania Trump
arrive Monday to pay respects to former President
George H.W. Bush as he lies in state in Washington.
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